**Suicide bomb kills more than 100 in Balad**

The attack on the Trade Bank of Iraq kills more than 26, and injures more than 110. SIGIR Audits

SIGIR's Audits Directorate has issued 188 reports, including 6 released this quarter that reviewed:

- USAID responsiveness to previous SIGIR audit recommendations
- USAID's assessment of its fraud risk and controls
- The Iraqi Police
- The Iraqi Criminal Investigation Directorate
- The Iraqi government's accountability for the use of funds from the Iraqi Reconstruction Fund

During this inspection, indications of potential fraud were found, and these matters were referred to SIGIR Investigations for appropriate action. The case is now in litigation.

SIGIR's Audits

SIGIR Audits have focused on the U.S. government's use of funds in Iraq, including the civilian reconstruction program, the Iraqi police, and the judicial system. The Audits Directorate has issued reports on these topics, including one on the administration of the Quick Response Fund (QRF). The report found that USAID has implemented a system to manage and account for funds, but there are still issues with transparency and accountability.

SIGIR Oversight of U.S.-funded Security-related Activities, Selected Cases and Projects

SIGIR visited the Baghdad Police College on six separate occasions from August 2006 to October 2010. During these visits, SIGIR found indications of potential fraud, and these matters were referred to SIGIR Investigations for appropriate action. The case is now in litigation.

SIGIR's Recommendations on Completing or Canceling

SIGIR concluded that USACE used the criteria to determine whether projects could be completed or canceled. This decision was based on the projects' cost, schedule, and performance.

SIGIR's Recommendations on Completing or Canceling

SIGIR's Recommendations on Completing or Canceling were based on the projects' cost, schedule, and performance. This decision was made by USACE after reviewing the projects' status and considering the projects' potential for completion.

SIGIR Visited the Baghdad Police College

SIGIR visited the Baghdad Police College on six separate occasions from August 2006 to October 2010. During these visits, SIGIR found indications of potential fraud, and these matters were referred to SIGIR Investigations for appropriate action. The case is now in litigation.

SIGIR's Visits to the Baghdad Police College

SIGIR's Visits to the Baghdad Police College were intended to assess the college's management and performance. During these visits, SIGIR found indications of potential fraud, and these matters were referred to SIGIR Investigations for appropriate action. The case is now in litigation.

**Oversight of U.S.-funded Security-related Activities, Selected Cases and Projects**

SIGIR has focused on the U.S. government's use of funds in Iraq, including the civilian reconstruction program, the Iraqi police, and the judicial system. SIGIR has issued reports on these topics, including one on the administration of the Quick Response Fund (QRF).

SIGIR's Visits to the Baghdad Police College

SIGIR visited the Baghdad Police College on six separate occasions from August 2006 to October 2010. During these visits, SIGIR found indications of potential fraud, and these matters were referred to SIGIR Investigations for appropriate action. The case is now in litigation.
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